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Face-to-face networking is an essential part of business 

development for businesses of all sizes. The COVID 

pandemic and the need for social distancing, however, 

has cut-off the ability to build those relationships in the 

same way. One remedy for this new challenge is to start 

networking with keywords.

To answer that question, you need to first ask, “Why does 

networking work?” The answer is networking gets your name, 

face, and business in front of the people most likely to do 

business with you.

The good news is that keywords can do the same thing.

Keywords refer to the words entered into search engines like 

Google or Bing when someone is searching for information. 

The search engine then uses a complex algorithm to provide 

web results that are relevant to the keyword phrase. For 

example, if you type “business networking” into Google, you’ll 

receive a list of websites focused on this topic.

Additionally, you’ll want to keep in mind that there are two 

distinct types of keywords: organic and paid. Organic keywords 

are those that are integrated into a website’s content, such as 

homepages and blog posts, to help them rank better in search 

engine result pages, also known as SERPs. Organic rankings 

are earned by creating in-depth content, building website 

authority, and keeping your website up-to-date with various 

on-page SEO elements.

INTRO

WHAT DO YOU MEAN 
BY “NETWORKING WITH 
KEYWORDS?”

WHAT KINDS OF 
KEYWORDS ARE THERE?
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Paid keywords allow you to pay for a position on a search 

engine result page. Paying allows you to target keywords that 

are relevant to your business with precision, without having to 

earn your way to a top position as you would organically.

When using organic or paid keywords, it’s important to 

understand the concept of “keyword intent.” This term relates 

to the purpose of someone’s search online. To illustrate this 

point, consider the difference between these two phrases that 

get typed into a search engine:

• Information-Seeking (Low Intent to Buy): “What is  

Italian food?”

• Product-Seeking (High Intent to Buy): “What Italian 

restaurant in Baltimore has great lasagna?”

As you can see from this example, the phrasing and use of 

particular keywords can make a big difference in terms of 

attracting web traffic that converts.

Using Google Display ads, which are visually-driven, a business 

can visually position its brand in front of the right customers. 

You’ve likely encountered these ads already; they often appear 

in the sidebars and in banners at the top of websites you visit 

daily. Additionally, the Google Display Network provides robust 

targeting and customization options.

WHAT KINDS OF 
KEYWORDS ARE THERE? 
(CONT.)

GETTING FACE-TO-FACE 
WITH DISPLAY
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Word-of-mouth remains a powerful tool for businesses 

in the digital age. Reviews on sites like Google, Yelp, or 

Facebook provide social validation and real-life experiences 

with businesses that can positively or negatively impact 

others’ buying decisions. A 2019 BrightLocal survey found 

that “almost 90% of consumers said they read reviews for 

local businesses.” Not investing in customer relationship 

management could mean you’re leaving money on the table 

and losing ground to competitors.

Along with digital advertising, businesses can reach customers 

through business directories most notably Google My Business 

and Yelp. For more niche operations, there may be additional 

listings tailored to your industry that can drive website traffic. 

Regardless of the platform being used, it’s essential to 

maintain consistency around your core contact information: 

business name, address, and phone number. This information 

is checked by search engines and helps inform their results for 

different search queries.

HOW ELSE CAN I GET 
IN FRONT OF THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE?

THE POWER OF 
SOCIAL PROOF

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/
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Putting It 
All Together 
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square Ensure Your Local SEO Listings are Consistent 

 Check that your business name, address, and phone number  

 are consistent across directories and other listings relevant to  

 your industry.

square Clean Up Your Website with an SEO Audit 

 Identify and resolve website SEO issues, such as meta descriptions,  

 titles, and image alt-tags to help improve your organic search rankings.

square Build Authority to Improve Your Search Engine Rankings 

 Backlink Building will help your website gain ranking authority over time

square Make Quality Content Creation a Recurring Effort 

 Are you creating fresh content? Search engines love freshly created,  

 high-quality content that addresses searchers’ problems.

square Launch a Google Ads PPC Campaign to target  

 competitive keywords 

 To be competitive in your niche, you can ensure your business is  

 top-of-mind when a person is in need with a targeted PPC or Paid  

 Search campaign.

square Put a Face to your brand with the Google Display Network 

 Running display ads can make your brand more trustworthy and builds 

 a positive first impression of your business.

square Ensure You’re Tracking the Data Most Important to  

 Your Business 

 From call tracking to Google Analytics, you need to have a pulse on  

 which channels are providing the most value for your business. 

A CHECKLIST FOR 
NETWORKING WITH 
KEYWORDS



Questions?

Thank you.

443.478.3311sean.m@rollwithduckpin.com

Sean Mulcahy Vice President


